
Cable Sun and Sand

KCSKit

Materials: Ensemble Light or equivalent yarn, approximately 400 yards depending on preferred size, in  
  each of 2 colors, A and B
  Size 7 circular needles or size to obtain gauge
  
Size:  90” wide x 26” deep
  
Gauge:   5.75” x 3.5” = one cable lace diamond 
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STITCHES AND ABBREVIATIONS

S1 Slip 1 stitch knitwise with yarn in back

S1wyif Slip 1 stitch purlwise with yarn in front

YO Wrap yarn around the needle once - an increase of 1 st

YO2 Wrap yarn around needle twice - an increase of 2 stitches

c5f Place next 3 sts on cable needle and hold to front.  Knit 2 from left needle, knit 3 
from cable needle
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kfb Knit into the front and back of the stitch - an increase of 1 st

Turn Turn needles so right needle becomes left and left needle becomes right, and 
start to work the stitches just worked

p3tog purl 3 sts together through their front loops - a decrease of 2 sts

p2tog purl 2 sts together through their front loops - a decrease of 1 st

SSK Knit 2 stitches through the back loops as though they were one - a decrease of 1 
stitch

SSSK Knit 3 stitches through the back loops as though they were one - a decrease of 2 
sts

kfbf Knit into the front and back, and front again of the next st - an increase of 2 sts
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Setup Diamond

With A cast on 3 sts.
Row 1: k1, yo, k1, yo, s1wyif—5 sts

Row 2: K1, p3, s1wyif

Row 3:  K1, yo2, k3, yo2, s1wyif—9 sts

Row 4: K1, (k1, p1--in previous row’s yo2 st), p3, (k1, p1--in previous row’s yo2 st), s1wyif

Row 5: K1, p1,  yo, c5f, yo, p1, s1wyif—11 sts

Row 6: K3, p5, k2, s1wyif

Row 7: K1, p2, yo2, k5, yo2, p2, s1wyif—15 sts

Row 8: K3, (k1, p1--in previous row’s yo2 st), p5, (k1, p1--in previous row’s yo2 st), k2, s1wyif

Row 9: K1, p4, yo, C5f, yo, p4, s1wyif—17 sts

Row 10: K6, p5, k5, s1wyif

Row 11: K1, p5, yo2, k5, yo2, p5, s1wyif

Row 12: K6, (k1, p1--in previous row’s yo2 st), p5, (k1, p1--in previous row’s yo2 st), k5, 
s1wyif—21 sts

Row 13: K1, p7,  yo, k5, yo, p7, s1wyif—23 sts

Row 14: K9, p5,  k8, s1wyif

Part 1
Work Setup Diamond.  
Work Stripes as follows:  Attach B.  
Rows 1-2: With B, k to last st, s1wyif
Drop B, and with A repeat Rows 1-2.  Drop A, and with B repeat Rows 1-2

Note:  Edge stitches will appear very loopy and this is because all stitches around will be 
picked up to add striped edging when shawl is completed.  The loops make it easier to 
pick up the correct number of stitches.
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Row 15: k1, p8, yo2, k5, yo2, p8, s1wyif--27

Row 16: K9, (k1, p1—in previous row’s yo2 st), p5, (k1, p1—in previous row’s yo2 st), k8, 
s1wyif

Row 17: k1, p10, yo, c5f, yo, p10, s1wyif--29

Row 18: k12, p5, k11, s1wyif

Row 19: k1, p11, yo, k5, yo, p11, s1wyif—31 sts

Row 20: k13, p5, k12, s1wyif.

Part 2
With A, work Right Cable Lace Diamond and Left Cable Lace Diamond.

*[Work Stripes:  Rows 1-2: With B, k to last st, s1wyif
Drop B, and with A repeat Rows 1-2.  Drop A, and with B repeat Rows 1-2

Work Diamonds:  With A, work Right Cable Lace Diamond, repeat Center Cable Lace 
Diamond(s) to last 15 sts, and Left Cable Lace Diamond];
Repeat from * until there are 6 diamonds across.

RIGHT CABLE LACE DIAMOND

With A,
Row 1: kfbf, turn; s1, p1, s1wyif—3 sts before gap

Row 2: Twisting B over A to carry it up along the side, with A, k1, kfb, k2, turn; s1, p3, 
s1wyif—5 sts before gap

Row 3: Twisting B over A to carry it up along the side, with A, k1, yo2, k3, yo2, p3tog, turn; 
s1, (k1, p1--in previous row’s yo2 st),  p3, (k1, p1--in previous row’s yo2 st), s1wyif—9 sts be-
fore gap

Row 4: Twisting B over A to carry it up along the side, with A, k1, p1, yo, c5f, yo, p1, p2tog, 
turn; s1, k2, p5, k2, s1wyif—11 sts before gap

Row 5: Twisting B over A to carry it up along the side, with A, k1,p2, yo2, k5, yo2, p2, 
p3tog, turn; s1, k2, (k1, p1--in previous row’s yo2 st),  p5, (k1, p1--in previous row’s yo2 st), 
k2, s1wyif—15 sts before gap
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Row 6: Twisting B over A to carry it up along the side, with A, k1, p4, yo, c5f, yo, p4, p2tog, 
turn; s1, k5, p5, k5, s1wyif—17 sts before gap

Row 7: Twisting B over A to carry it up along the side, with A, k1, p5, yo2, k5, yo2, p5, 
p3tog, turn; s1, k5, (k1, p1--in previous row’s yo2 st),  p5, (k1, p1--in previous row’s yo2 st), 
k5, s1wyif—21 sts before gap

Row 8: Twisting B over A to carry it up along the side, with A, k1, p7, yo, k5, yo, p7, p2tog, 
turn; s1, k8, p5, k8, s1wyif—23 sts before gap

Row 9: Twisting B over A to carry it up along the side, with A, k1,p8, yo2, k5, yo2, p8, 
p3tog, turn; s1, k8, (k1, p1--in previous row’s yo2 st),  p5, (k1, p1--in previous row’s yo2 st), 
k8, s1wyif—27 sts before gap

Row 10: Twisting B over A to carry it up along the side, with A, k1, p10, yo, c5f, yo, p10, 
p2tog, turn; s1, k11, p5, k11, s1wyif—29 sts before gap

Row 11: Twisting B over A to carry it up along the side, with A, k1,p11, yo, k5, yo, p11, p2tog, 
do not turn. K1.

LEFT CABLE LACE DIAMOND

K14, s1wyif, turn; kfbf, turn
Row 1: s1, yo, k1, yo, s1wyif, turn; k1, p3, ssk; turn —5 sts before gap

Row 2: S1, yo2, k3, yo2, s1wyif, turn; k1, (k1, p1--in previous row’s yo2 st), p3, (k1, p1--in pre-
vious row’s yo2 st), sssk, turn—9 sts before gap

Row 3: S1, p1, yo, C5F, yo, p1, s1wyif, turn; k3, p5, k2, ssk, turn—11 sts before gap

Row 4: S1, p2, yo2, k5, yo2, p2, s1wyif, turn; k3, (k1, p1--in previous row’s yo2 st), p5, (k1, p1-
-in previous row’s yo2 st), k2, sssk, turn—15 sts before gap

Row 5: S1, p4, yo, C5F, yo, p4, s1wyif, turn; k6, p5, k5, ssk, turn—17 sts before gap

Row 6: S1, p5, yo2, k5, yo2, p5, s1wyif, turn; k6, (k1, p1--in previous row’s yo2 st), p5, (k1, p1-
-in previous row’s yo2 st), k5, sssk, turn—21 sts before gap

Row 7: S1, p7, yo, k5, yo, p7, s1wyif, turn; k9, p5, k8, ssk, turn—23 sts before gap

Row 8: S1, p8, yo2, k5, yo2, p8, s1wyif, turn; k9, (k1, p1--in previous row’s yo2 st),  p5, (k1, p1-
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-in previous row’s yo2 st),k8, sssk, turn—27 sts before gap

Row 9: S1, p10, yo, c5f, yo, p10, s1wyif, turn; k12, p5, k11, ssk, turn—29 sts before gap

Row 10 FIRST TIME: S1, p11, yo, k5, yo, p11, s1wyif, turn; k13, p5, k12, ssk, DO NOT TURN. k14, 
p5, k12, s1wyif.

Row 10 SUBSEQUENT REPEATS: S1, p11, yo, k5, yo, p11, s1wyif, turn; k13, p5, k12, ssk, DO 
NOT TURN. k14, p5, k12, ssk across to last diamond, k14, p5, k12, s1wyif.

CENTER CABLE LACE DIAMOND

Row 1: K17, turn; s1, p2, turn—3 sts between gaps

Row 2: s1, yo, k1, yo, p2tog, turn; s1, p3, ssk, turn—5 sts between gaps

Row 3: s1, yo2, k3, yo2, p3tog, turn; s1, (k1, p1--in previous row’s yo2 st), p3, (k1, p1--in previ-
ous row’s yo2 st), sssk, turn—9 sts between gaps

Row 4: s1, p1, yo, c5f, yo, p1, p2tog, turn; s1, k2, p5, k2, ssk, turn—11 sts between gaps

Row 5: s1, p2, yo2, k5, yo2, p2, p3tog, turn; s1, k2, (k1, p1--in previous row’s yo2 st), p5, (k1, 
p1--in previous row’s yo2 st), k2, sssk, turn—15 sts between gaps

Row 6: s1, p4, yo, c5f, yo, p4, p2tog, turn; s1, k5, p5, k5, ssk, turn—17 sts between gaps

Row 7: s1, p5, yo2, k5, yo2, p5, p3tog, turn; s1, k5, (k1, p1--in previous row’s yo2 st), p5, (k1, 
p1--in previous row’s yo2 st), k5, sssk, turn—21 sts between gaps
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Part 3

Work Stripes: Rows 1-2: With B, k to last st, s1wyif

Drop B, and with A repeat Rows 1-2.  Drop A, and with B repeat Rows 1-2. Drop B and with 
A repeat Rows 1-2.

With B (reversing all A and B color instructions), work Right Cable Lace Diamond, 5 Cen-
ter Cable Lace Diamonds, and Left Cable Lace Diamond.

Work Stripes: Rows 1-2: With A, k to last st, s1wyif

Work half diamonds as follows:

With B, (reversing all A and B color instructions) work rows 1-6 of Right Cable Lace Dia-
mond.  Row 7: Twisting A over B to carry it up along the side, with B, k1,p5, yo2, k5, yo2, 
p5, p3tog, DO NOT TURN,  k6. [*Work rows 1-6 of Center Cable Lace Diamond. Row 7: s1, 
p5, yo2, k5, yo2, p5, p3tog, DO NOT TURN, k6]; repeat from * across to last diamond (last 
15 sts). Work Rows 1-5 of Left Cable Lace Diamond. Row 6: S1, p5, yo2, k5, yo2, p5, s1wyif, 
turn; k6, (k1, p1--in previous row’s yo2 st), p5, (k1, p1--in previous row’s yo2 st), k5, sssk, 
DO NOT TURN—21 sts before gap.  [*k17, (k1, p1 into previous row’s yo2 st), p5, (k1, p1 into 
previous row’s yo2 st), k5, sssk]; repeat from * across to last diamond, end with k17, (k1, p1 
into previous row’s yo2 st), p5, (k1, p1 into previous row’s yo2 st), k5, s1wyif.
Work Stripes: Rows 1-2: With A, k to last st, s1wyif

Drop A, and with B repeat Row 1. Pick up sts all around entire shawl and begin working 
stripes in the round as follows.  

Row 8: s1, p7, yo, k5, yo, p7, p2tog, turn; s1, k8, p5, k8, ssk, turn—23 sts between gaps

Row 9: s1, p8, yo2, k5, yo2, p8, p3tog, turn; s1, k8, (k1, p1--in previous row’s yo2 st), p5, (k1, 
p1--in previous row’s yo2 st), k8, sssk, turn—27 sts between gaps

Row 10: s1, p10, yo, c5f, yo, p10, p2tog, turn; s1, k11, p5, k11, ssk, turn—29 sts between gaps

Row 11: s1, p11, yo, k5, yo, p11, p2tog, k1, DO NOT TURN 
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Round 1: With B purl around
Round 2: With A k around
Round 3: with A p around
Round 4: with B k around
Round 5: With B p around
Round 6: With A k around
Round 7: with A, bind off as follows:  p2, bind off purlwise, *[p1, bind off purlwise] 3 times, 
slip st back to left needle, p2, bind off purlwise; repeat from * around entire shawl. Fasten 
off.

Poncho Version:  Seam two sides together with right sides facing up along approximately 
22 inches in order to create poncho version.    Use mattress stitch for garter stitch seam-
ing, and instructions can be found here: http://knitty.com/ISSUEspring04/mattress.html



Garter Sun and Sand
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Materials: Ensemble Light or equivalent yarn, approximately 400 yards depending on preferred   
  size, in each of 2 colors, A and B 
  Size 7 circular needles or size to obtain gauge 
  Stitch Marker
 
Gauge:  6.5” x 1.5” = One diamond
  
Size:  82” wide x 20” deep  
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STITCHES AND ABBREVIATIONS

S1 Slip 1 stitch knitwise with yarn in back

S1wyif Slip 1 stitch purlwise with yarn in front

kfb Knit into the front and back of the stitch - an increase of 1 st

kfbf Kni into the front, back and front of the stitch - an increase of 2 sts
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With A cast on 3 sts.

Work Setup Diamond with A. 
Work Stripes as follows: 
Attach B.  
Rows 1-2: With B, k to last st, s1wyif
Drop B, and with A repeat Rows 1-2.  Drop A, and with B repeat Rows 1-2

SETUP DIAMOND
Row 1: k1, kfbf, s1wyif—5 sts

Row 2: K1, k3, s1wyif

Row 3:  K1, kfbf, k1, kfbf, s1wyif—9 sts

Row 4: K8, s1wyif

Row 5: K3, kfb, pm, k1, kfb, k2, s1wyif—11 sts

Row 6: K10, s1wyif

Row 7, 11, 15: K1, kfbf, k to last 2 sts, slipping marker, kfbf, s1wyif—15, 21, 27 sts

Row 8 and all even rows:  K to last st, slipping marker, s1wyif

Row 9, 13, 17: K to st before marker, kfb, slip marker, k1, kfb, k to last st, s1wyif—17, 23, 29 sts

Row 18: K to last st, slipping marker, s1wyif

Work Right Diamond followed by Left diamond.  K28, s1wyif.
*Work Stripes as follows:
Rows 1-2: With B, k to last st, s1wyif 
Drop B, and with A repeat Rows 1-2. Drop A, and with B repeat Rows 1-2
Work Right Diamond, followed by Center Diamond(s) across to last 14 sts, work Left Diamond, k to 
last st, s1wyif.
Repeat from * until there are 6 diamonds.

RIGHT DIAMOND
Row 1: With A, Kfbf, turn; s1, k1, s1wyif

Row 2: Twisting B over A to carry it up, with A, k1, kfb, k2, turn;s1, k3, s1wyif—5 sts before gap

Row 3: Twisting B over A to carry it up, with A, k1, kfbf, k5, turn; s1, k7, s1wyif—9 sts before gap

Row 4: Twisting B over A to carry it up, with A, k1, kfb, k8, turn; s1, k9, s1wyif—11 sts before gap
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Row 5: Twisting B over A to carry it up, with A, k1, kfbf, k11, turn; s1, k13, s1wyif—15 sts before gap

Row 6: Twisting B over A to carry it up, with A, k1, kfb, k14, turn; s1, k15, s1wyif—17 sts before gap

Row 7: Twisting B over A to carry it up, with A, k1, kfbf, k17, turn; s1, k19, s1wyif—21 sts before gap

Row 8: Twisting B over A to carry it up, with A, k1, kfb, k20, turn; s1, k21, s1wyif—23 sts before gap

Row 9: Twisting B over A to carry it up, with A, k1, kfbf, k23, turn; s1, k25, s1wyif—27 sts before gap

Row 10: Twisting B over A to carry it up, with A, k1, kfb, k26, do not turn—29 sts before gap. K1.

LEFT DIAMOND
Row 1: With A, k13, s1wyif.

Row 2: Kfbf, turn; s1, kfb, s1wyif

Row 3: K5, turn; s1, k2, kfbf, s1wyif

Row 4: K9, turn; s1, k6, kfb, s1wyif

Row 5: K11, turn; s1, k8, kfbf, s1wyif

Row 6: K15, turn; s1, k12, kfb, s1wyif

Row 7: K17, turn; s1, k14, kfbf, s1wyif

Row 8: K21, turn, s1, k18, kfb, s1wyif

Row 9: K23, turn, s1, k20, kfbf, s1wyif

Row 10: K27, turn; s1, k24, kfb, s1wyif

Row 11: K29, do not turn.  K1

CENTER DIAMOND
Row 1: K16, turn

Row 2: S1, k2, turn;

Row 3: S1, k3, turn; s1, k4, turn—5 sts between gaps

Row 4: S1, k6, turn; s1, k8, turn—9 sts between gaps

Row 5: S1, k9, turn; s1, k10, turn—11 sts between gaps
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Switch colors, by working Rows 1-2 of stripes with B, A, B, A.  Then with B, work Right Diamond, 
followed by Center Diamonds across to last 14 sts, work Left Diamond, k to last st, s1wyif.
Switch colors, by working Rows 1-2 of stripes with A, B, A, B.  Then with A, work Right Diamond, 
followed by Center Diamonds across to last 14 sts, work Left Diamond, k to last st, s1wyif.
Switch colors, by working Rows 1-2 of stripes with B, A, B, A.  Then with B, work Right Diamond, 
followed by Center Diamonds across to last 14 sts, work Left Diamond, k to last st, s1wyif.
Work Rows 1-2 of stripes with A, B, A.  Then with B, work rows 1-5 of Right Diamond, Twisting B 
over A to carry it up, with B, K1, kfb, k21. Do not turn.   [Work rows 1-6 of Center Diamond, s1, k22. 
Do not turn.] 8 times.  Work rows 1-6 of Left Diamond.  K to last st, sl1wyib.

Work Stripes: Rows 1-2: With A, k to last st, s1wyif 
Drop A, and with B repeat Row 1. Pick up sts all around entire shawl and begin working stripes in 
the round as follows. 

Round 1: With B purl around 

Round 2: With A k around 

Round 3: with A p around 

Round 4: with B k around 

Round 5: With B p around 

Round 6: With A k around 

Round 7: with A, bind off as follows: p2, bind off purlwise, *[p1, bind off purlwise] 3 times, slip st 
back to left needle, p2, bind off purlwise; repeat from * around entire shawl. Fasten off.

Row 6: S1, k12, turn; s1, k14, turn—15 sts between gaps

Row 7: S1, k15, turn; s1, k16, turn—17 sts between gaps

Row 8: S1, k18, turn; s1, k20, turn—21 sts between gaps

Row 9: S1, k21, turn; s1, k22, turn—23 sts between gaps

Row 10: S1, k24, turn; s1, k26, turn—27 sts between gaps

Row 11: S1, 27, do not turn.  K1.
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